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Symptoms of Autism Spectrum Disorder and Developmental Delay in Children with Low
Mental Age
Autism spectrum disorder (ASD) is a neurodevelopmental disorder classified by
impairments in social communication and interaction, and the presence of restricted or repetitive
patterns of behavior and interests (DSM-5; American Psychiatric Association, 2013). The
American Academy of Pediatrics recommends screening for ASD in all children at 18- and 24month well child visits (Johnson & Myers, 2007). The Modified Checklist for Autism in
Toddlers (M-CHAT; Robins, Fein, Barton, & Green, 2001) is one of the most widely used ASD
screening instruments. Children who fail more than three items on the revised version of the MCHAT (M-CHAT-R/F) have a 47.5% risk of being diagnosed with ASD and a 94.6% risk of
being diagnosed with some neurodevelopmental disorder (Robins et al., 2014).
Intellectual disabilities co-occur in approximately 1/3 of people with an ASD diagnosis;
however, intellectual disabilities are not formally diagnosed until a child is able to complete a
standard IQ test, typically around six years old (Baio et al., 2018). Before that time, children can
be diagnosed with general or global developmental delay (GDD), which carries less of an
implication of a permanent condition. Recent analyses of national medical records found that
95% of eight-year old children with a diagnosis of ASD and a co-occurring intellectual disability
had documentation of developmental concerns when they were younger than 36 months old
(Baio et al., 2018). It has been suggested that very early, significant developmental delays have a
high probability of leading to a diagnosed intellectual disability (Moeschler & Shevell, 2014).
However, the co-occurrence of ASD symptoms and significant global delay in toddlers
has not been studied as thoroughly. One reasonable hypothesis might be that children with very
low mental ages only meet criteria for ASD because they are not developmentally at the point
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where some of the social communication skills are apparent in typical development; some
proportion of these very delayed children, therefore, may meet criteria for an intellectual
disability, but not ASD, at a later time.
Numerous studies have addressed the issue of diagnostic stability in ASD by examining
the age at which children can be reliably diagnosed with ASD, and especially whether this
diagnosis remains stable over time (Kim et al., 2018). There is also the question of whether this
stability only applies to a particular subset of ASD, such as high-risk infant siblings (e.g.
Ozonoff et al., 2016). There has been a fairly large literature on the early development of ASD
and the age at which a diagnosis is reliable (e.g., Dawson et al., 2004; Nadig et al., 2007;
Ozonoff et al., 2010, 2015; Zwaigenbaum et al., 2015, 2016). Early social and communication
behaviors at 12 months can discriminate groups of children with ASD from groups with GDD
and from groups of children who are typically developing (Ozonoff et al., 2010; Ozonoff & Iosif,
2019; for review, see Mitchell et al., 2011). These early, identifiable symptoms of ASD include
reduced response to name, frequency and quality of facial expressions, and the use of eye contact
to coordinate social interactions (e.g., Adamson et al., 2019; Nevill et al., 2017; Osterling et al.,
2002). Children with ASD also show a decline in social engagement and visual attention to
social stimuli between six and 12 months (Klin et al., 2015; Ozonoff & Iosif, 2019; Salley et al.,
2016). By 18 months, children with ASD show less frequent and varied communicative gestures
compared to same-age children with GDD; by two years, children with ASD also show
diminished responsiveness to others, including peers, and less sharing of interests and enjoyment
(Mitchell et al., 2011). Toddlers with ASD also show a unique cognitive profile, with generally
lower receptive language skills compared to nonverbal skills (Barbaro & Dissanayake, 2012;
Weismer et al., 2010). Individual children can be reliably diagnosed with ASD when they are as
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young as 14 months old (Pierce et al., 2019), and changes to diagnosis generally occur with more
children moving off the spectrum at later time points than onto the spectrum (Woolfenden et al.,
2012). When studying the development of groups of children, groups with ASD can be
differentiated from other groups by 12 months (Klin et al., 2015; Ozonoff et al., 2010).
This large literature on the early signs of ASD, however, has not yet shown a clear
picture of how a severe developmental delay impacts the presentation of ASD symptoms at this
very young age. Existing research suggests that the presence of cognitive impairment in young
children can cloud diagnostic clarity in distinguishing ASD from other neurodevelopmental
disorders, such as GDD (Gardner et al., 2018; Thurm et al., 2019).
One way to address this question is to identify whether an ASD diagnosis is stable in
children who have severe developmental delays in early childhood. Hinnebusch et al. (2017)
identified a group of such children, who were called “ASD-low mental age” (ASD-low MA).
These children, aged 15 to 31 months, met criteria for ASD but all had cognitive skills below the
12-month level. It was hypothesized that the ASD signs in some of these children were due to
their developmental delays, and therefore when seen two years later, at least some would meet
criteria for GDD but not for ASD. Patterns of mental growth and rates of progress in children
with ASD-low MA were compared to children with Autistic Disorder (AD) or Pervasive
Developmental Disorder – Not Otherwise Specified (PDD-NOS) who had some cognitive
abilities above the 12-month level. Mental growth was defined as the difference between the age
equivalents at two time points; rate of progress was defined as the mental growth divided by the
time elapsed between the two time points (change in mental age divided by change in
chronological age). Their findings suggested that the ASD-low MA group showed the least
amount of absolute growth (as measured by raw score or age equivalent) and the slowest rate of
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progress (MA/CA) on all indices of cognitive development, and almost no growth in social
skills. While rates of progress did not differ between the PDD-NOS and the AD groups, the
ASD-low MA group showed the slowest rate of progress, ranging from one half to one quarter of
the progress expected for their chronological age and even less on social skills. These
significantly slower rates of progress for the ASD-low MA group were evident on all scales of
the Mullen Scales of Early Learning (MSEL; Mullen, 1995), including expressive and receptive
language, visual reception, and fine motor skills. The ASD-low MA group also demonstrated
almost no progress on parent reported interpersonal relationships, play and leisure, and coping
subscales on the Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales, 2nd Edition (VABS-II; Sparrow et al.,
2005). Contrary to previous research concluding that caution be used in diagnosing ASD in
children with a mental age under 12 months (Esler et al., 2015; Luyster et al., 2009), and
contrary to the hypothesized change in diagnosis to GDD, all but one child in the ASD-low MA
group (96%) maintained their ASD diagnosis at the second timepoint, compared to lower rates of
diagnostic stability in the AD and PDD-NOS groups (Hinnebusch et al., 2017). These findings
support the conclusion that the diagnosis of ASD in ASD-low MA children remains stable over
time.
A recent study examined autism-specific symptomatology in a group of children with
global developmental delay (GDD) compared to ASD groups with and without low mental age
(Miller et al., 2019). Participants with a GDD diagnosis showed less ASD symptomatology than
either ASD group on all diagnostic items on Module One of the Autism Diagnostic Observation
Schedule (ADOS; Lord et al., 2000). The GDD group showed some impairments in pointing
(A7) and imaginative/creative play (C2) items, but otherwise had fairly typical scores (<1) on
items included in the scoring algorithm for an ASD diagnosis. Since the GDD group
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demonstrated more typical social interactions, autism-specific screening and diagnostic items
should theoretically not capture this group. This raises the question of whether ASD groups that
vary by mental age show similar patterns of behavior to one another that distinguish them from
GDD, or whether low MA in children with ASD will make it more difficult to identify ASD
symptoms. Miller et al. (2019) found that the ASD-low MA group showed more severe
impairments than the ASD-higher MA group on all measures. However, the ASD groups did not
differ significantly on eye contact, responsive social smiling, response to name, facial
expressions directed to others, and spontaneous showing. This suggests that core symptoms of
ASD, as manifest to a clinician on the ADOS Module One, remain apparent even when cooccurring with a low mental age.
Research on diagnosing ASD in children with a low mental age found that the ADOS
overclassified a large minority of the children with a low mental age as having ASD when their
clinical diagnosis was GDD (Miller et al., 2019). One potential reason for the over-classification
of this group is that this research used a prior version of the ADOS. This earlier version used a
scoring algorithm that more heavily weighs social communication skills that may not be apparent
in children with mental ages under 12 months (Guthrie et al., 2013). As mentioned above, the
validity of an ASD diagnosis in very young children (12 months and under) has been questioned
in part because 12-month old children may not be at a stage of development where typical versus
atypical patterns of social communication skills are apparent; it can be difficult to separate
general developmental delay from early symptoms of ASD in these very young and delayed
children (Osterling et al., 2002). The current project attempts to fill this gap by using diagnostic
information generated from the Toddler Module of the ADOS-2 (Lord, Luyster, Gotham, &
Guthrie, 2012). One goal of this project is to determine whether this Toddler Module is better
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able to accurately distinguish children with ASD-low MA from children with GDD, and whether
symptoms of ASD are endorsed at similar rates in toddlers with ASD regardless of their mental
age.
Since the ASD-low MA symptom profile is a distinct phenotype, children in this group
should perform differently from GDD groups on screening and diagnostic instruments
(Hinnebusch et al., 2017; Miller et al., 2019). Core features of ASD should distinguish children
with ASD from children with other developmental delays. However, research suggests that
existing screening measures, such as the M-CHAT-R/F (Robins et al., 2014), have higher
Positive Predictive Values (PPV) in capturing children at risk of any developmental delay than
ASD specifically. Since ASD is a subcategory of developmental delay or disorder, this must be
true; however, there is a large discrepancy, with PPV for ASD in the moderate range (0.50 to
0.70), while PPV for any developmental delay or disorder is very high (0.94; Robins et al.,
2014).
Identification of specific behaviors that lead to true or false positives for ASD in very
delayed children may help clinicians better estimate a child’s risk for ASD. This project aims to
separate behaviors in the ASD-low MA group that reflect a low mental age compared to those
that reflect ASD. In order to identify behaviors reflective of low MA, we will look for
commonalities between children with ASD-low MA and children with GDD, and in order to
identify behaviors reflective of ASD regardless of MA, we will look for commonalities between
children with ASD-low MA and a group of children with ASD and a higher MA.
Methods
Participants and Procedure
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Children (N=90) between 12 months and 34 months of age participated in a multi-site
study of early detection in ASD. The study recruited all children who screened positive on the
M-CHAT-R/F or who were flagged by pediatrician concern. Children were excluded from
participation in the larger study if they had significant motor or sensory impairments, such as
cerebral palsy or blindness, that would interfere with the validity of testing procedures. All
participants received developmental testing [Mullen Scales of Early Learning, MSEL (Mullen,
1995)] conducted by a graduate student clinician and a licensed clinical psychologist or
developmental behavioral pediatrician. Participants also completed a gold-standard measure of
observed autism symptomatology to establish whether the child met criteria for an autism
spectrum disorder (ADOS-2; Lord et al., 2012). Parent report was obtained through the Vineland
Adaptive Behavior Scales: Second Edition (Sparrow et al., 2005) and the Toddler Autism
Symptom Inventory (TASI; Coulter et al., 2019) to corroborate behavioral observations of ASD
symptoms and early development. Diagnoses were based on criteria from the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, Fifth Edition (DSM-5; American Psychiatric
Association, 2013) and the International Classification of Diseases, 10th edition (ICD-10; World
Health Organization, 1992); participants had to meet diagnostic criteria for ASD in one or both
of the classification systems through a combination of clinical observations, parent report, and
ADOS-2 scores.
The ASD-low MA group (n=30) had age equivalents <12 months on MSEL Expressive
Language, Receptive Language, and Visual Reception subtests, and met DSM-5 diagnostic
criteria for Autism Spectrum Disorder. Criteria for the ASD-low MA group are taken from
Hinnebusch et al. (2017) and Miller et al., (2019).
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The Global Developmental Delay (GDD) group (n=30) consisted of children who met
DSM-5 criteria for Global Developmental Delay but not for ASD. The GDD criteria were
operationalized as scores at least 1.5 standard deviations below the mean on at least one verbal
and one non-verbal measure, at least one of which must be evident on the direct testing of the
MSEL to avoid complete reliance on parent report. Verbal scores that met this criterion were
MSEL Expressive or Receptive Language t-scores less than or equal to 35, or a VABS-II
Communication standard score of less than or equal to 77. Non-verbal scores that met this
criterion for GDD were MSEL Visual Reception or Fine Motor t-scores less than or equal to 35,
or a VABS-II Motor Skills standard score of less than or equal to 77.
The ASD-higher mental age (ASD-higher MA) group (n=30) met diagnostic criteria for
ASD and did not meet the low mental age criteria.
Participant characteristics by diagnostic group comparison are listed in Table 1. All
children with a GDD diagnosis or an ASD-low MA diagnosis were matched in pairs on
Expressive Language MSEL age equivalents within two months. The resulting groups were not
significantly different on Expressive Language MSEL age equivalent (t(58)=1.50, p=.138). They
were about one month apart on Visual Reception MSEL age equivalent(t(58)=2.04, p=.046); the
mean Visual Reception age equivalent of the ASD-low MA group was 9.3 months (SD=2.1) and
the mean age equivalent of the GDD group was 10.5 months (SD=2.3). The ASD-low MA and
GDD groups were also significantly different on chronological age (t(58)=-2.24, p=.029) and
Receptive Language MSEL age equivalents (t(58)=3.74, p<.001). The ASD-low MA group was
significantly older (M=20.4 months, SD=5.5) than the GDD group (M=17.9 months, SD=2.8),
and the ASD-low MA group had significantly lower Receptive Language MSEL age equivalents
(M=6.5 months, SD=2.4) than the GDD group (M=9.6 months, SD=3.8). The groups were also
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significantly different on race (t(52)=2.56, p=.019) with more families identifying as White in
the ASD-low MA group than the GDD group. Maternal education and sex differences between
the groups were not significant.
Children who met criteria for either ASD-low MA or ASD-higher MA were matched on
chronological age (CA), resulting in a total of 30 ASD-low MA and 30 ASD-higher MA
chronologically age matched children (t(58)=.13, p=.898). Both groups had an average CA of
about 20 months (see Table 1). The two ASD groups were significantly different on sex
(t(58)=2.13, p=.037), with more male children in the ASD-low MA group (n=26) than the ASDhigher MA group (n=19). The groups did not significantly differ on race or maternal education.
Overall Cognitive Level
Overall Mullen Early Learning Composite (ELC) standard scores for the three groups are
shown in Table 1. All three groups were below the average range. The ASD-low MA group had
the lowest ELC (54.2), which was significantly lower than the GDD group (62.2) and the ASD
higher MA group (70.1).
Measures
Mullen Scales of Early Learning (MSEL; Mullen, 1995)
The MSEL is a norm-referenced, standardized instrument for assessing cognitive and
motor abilities in infants and young children from birth through 68 months. The MSEL contains
five scales: Visual Reception, Fine Motor, Expressive Language, Receptive Language, and Gross
Motor. The current dataset includes information on the first four scales. The MSEL has excellent
reliability, with a median split-half internal consistency of above 0.80 for Expressive Language,
Receptive Language, and Gross Motor scales, 0.79 for the Visual Reception scale, and 0.75 for
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the Fine Motor scale. The MSEL manual reports good test-retest reliability of 0.80 after two
weeks, and 0.70 after two years (Mullen, 1990).
Bishop, Guthrie, Coffing, & Lord (2011) established high convergent validity of the
MSEL with the Differential Ability Scales – 2nd edition (DAS-II; Elliott, 2007). Bishop et al.
(2011) also established excellent discriminant validity between MSEL Verbal standard scores
and the MSEL Nonverbal standard scores, suggesting that the MSEL’s Expressive and Receptive
Language domains validly capture verbal skills while the Visual Reception and Fine Motor
domains validly capture nonverbal skills. Positive correlations between MSEL scores and the
level of engagement of children with ASD during testing, and negative correlations between
MSEL scores and off-task behaviors, emphasize the importance of examiners redirecting
children with ASD while maintaining good rapport (Akshoomoff, 2006).
Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule – 2nd Edition (ADOS-2; Lord et al., 2012)
The ADOS-2 is a semi-structured, standardized assessment of communication, social
interaction, and play skills designed to diagnose symptoms of ASD across ages (from 12 months
through adulthood) and language abilities. The ADOS-2 has five different modules, including a
Toddler Module. The specific module is chosen by the clinician, based on the individual’s
language level. Given the finding from Miller et al. (2019) suggesting that Module 1 of the
ADOS misclassifies children with a low mental age as having ASD when their “true” diagnosis
is GDD, the current project examined symptoms in low mental age groups with and without
ASD (ASD-low MA and GDD) using the Toddler Module of the ADOS-2 (Lord et al., 2012).
The Toddler module is designed for children 12-30 months of age who do not consistently use
phrase speech. It is split into two separate scoring algorithms based on whether the child has few
to no words, or some words. The ADOS-2 generates two domains based on item-level algorithm
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scores: Social Affect (SA) and Restricted and Repetitive Behavior (RRB). The validation study
of the ADOS-2 reported Chronbach’s alpha levels for the Toddler Module that are high (0.880.90) for the SA domain and moderate (0.50) for the RRB domain (McCrimmon & Rostad,
2014). The Toddler Module of the ADOS-2 has high inter-rater reliability, with agreement on
diagnostic classifications ranging from 87% to 97% (Lord et al., 2012; McCrimmon & Rostad,
2014).
Exploratory factor analysis of the Toddler Module demonstrated that chronological age
and verbal mental age do not significantly contribute to the two separate algorithms once the
items were separated by the child’s language level. This suggests that the items included in the
diagnostic algorithm load onto the factor of autism symptomatology separately from the child’s
chronological age or verbal mental age (Luyster et al., 2009). All of the items from the SA and
RRB domains correlated more strongly with items included in their domain than in items from
the other domain. Sensitivity and specificity data on the Toddler Module indicate high levels of
predictive validity, above 86%.
Modified Checklist for Autism in Toddlers – Revised with Follow-up (M-CHAT-R/F; Robins
et al., 2014)
The M-CHAT-R/F is one of the most widely used ASD screening tools for toddlers. It is
freely available and requires little time on the part of the parent or clinician. The original
validation study of the M-CHAT used discriminant function analysis to examine the M-CHAT’s
ability to accurately classify children as ASD versus non-ASD (Robins et al., 2001). Robins et al.
(2001) demonstrated that 33 out of 38 children with ASD were correctly classified using the MCHAT. The newest version of the M-CHAT (M-CHAT-R/F) includes revisions that eliminated
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three of the original items and added a revised follow-up interview conducted with parents if a
child fails more than three items.
The M-CHAT-R/F consists of 20 yes/no parent report items that capture a range of early
warning signs of ASD, such as response to name, initiating joint attention, responsive social
smiling, and sharing interests with other people. Based on the cutoff of failing three items, the
sensitivity of the M-CHAT-R/F is 66.7%, the specificity is 99.5%, the positive predictive value
for ASD is 50.9%, and the negative predictive value is 99.7% (Robins et al., 2014).
Data Analysis Plan
The data analysis plan is to identify the behaviors that differed between ASD low-MA
group and the GDD group, which are presumed to reflect ASD rather than developmental delay,
and to separately see which behaviors differed between the ASD low-MA group and the ASD
higher MA group, which presumably reflect developmental level. We examined specific ASD
symptoms on screening and diagnostic instruments using chi-square analyses of item-level data.
Due to the multiple comparisons between groups, we tried two different corrections which are
both reported. Holm-Bonferroni adjustments were made to Fisher’s exact p-values to control for
the number of comparisons between groups. In order not to over-correct, we also report all
comparisons that were significant at p<.01
If a nonverbal or demographic variable differentiated the two groups being compared,
logistic regressions were conducted for all significant items controlling for these factors. The
ASD low-MA group and GDD groups were not significantly different on MSEL Expressive
Language, which was the matching variable, but were significantly different on MSEL Visual
Reception with age equivalents differing by about one month. Visual Reception age equivalent
was included as a covariate in logistic regressions for the ASD-low MA versus GDD comparison
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so that they would be matched on a language variable and analyses would be controlled for a
nonverbal cognitive variable. Race was also included as a covariate in logistic regressions for
this comparison since the percentage of people of color in these groups was significantly
different.
The ASD-low MA group was comparable to the ASD-higher MA group on chronological
age, but differed on developmental level, as expected. The distribution of sex, but not other
demographic variables, was also significantly different in these groups, and therefore sex was
included as a covariate in logistic regressions for ASD-low MA versus ASD-higher MA
comparisons.
The M-CHAT-R/F had 20 items that were already dichotomized. For data from the
ADOS-2 Toddler Module, scores of 0 indicated the absence of symptomatic behavior; scores
equal to or greater than 1 were collapsed into a single category to indicate the presence of the
ASD symptom.
Results
Autism vs. Non-autism Comparison (ASD-low MA versus GDD)
M-CHAT-R/F Comparison
The ASD-low MA group and GDD group did not significantly differ in their total MCHAT-R/F score (t(52)=-1.56, p=.125; Table 1). The ASD-low MA group had an average total
score of 7.9 items failed (screened positive) out of a possible 20 (SD=5.3); the GDD group had
an average total score of 5.9 (SD=3.6). Chi-square analyses were conducted to identify the
percentage of each group that failed each M-CHAT-R/F item. None of the 20 M-CHAT-R/F
items remained significant after correcting for multiple comparisons using the Holm-Bonferroni
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method, but three were individually significant at the p<.01 level (Table 2). The ASD-low MA
group followed a point less often, showed less interest in other children and had less imitation.
Logistic regressions were run for the three significant items with race and visual
reception age equivalent as covariates (see Table 2 for adjusted odds ratios and confidence
intervals). After controlling for race and visual reception, following a point and showing interest
in other children remained significantly less likely at p<.01 in the ASD-low MA group.
ADOS-2 Toddler Module Comparison
Chi-square analyses were conducted to identify the percentage of each group for whom
clinicians endorsed atypical behavior. Out of 41 ADOS-2 items, 19 differed when comparing
children with ASD-low MA to those with GDD after setting p<.01; 17 remained significant after
controlling for multiple comparisons with the Holm-Bonferroni method (Table 3). Children with
ASD-low MA directed less spontaneous vocalizations to the examiner, more frequently engaged
in undirected vocalizations and undirected facial expressions, showed poorly modulated,
inconsistent, or avoidant eye contact, coordinated gaze with other behaviors less, showed less
pleasure or enjoyment during the interaction, quality of rapport with examiner (not significant
with Holm-Bonferroni correction), displayed inconsistent communicative behaviors when the
examiner appeared unable to complete a play activity (ADOS-2 item: unable toy play),
responded to their name less often, did not integrate requesting with other forms of
communication, shared objects with others less, spontaneously initiated less joint attention with
the examiner, and used significantly more unusual or inappropriate social overtures.
In the repetitive behaviors domain, children with ASD-low MA showed more unusual
sensory interests than children with GDD, engaged in more complex mannerisms and repetitive
movements of the hands/fingers and the whole body, and engaged in more frequent repetitive
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interests or stereotyped play. Children with ASD-low MA were also more overreactive (not
significant with Holm-Bonferroni correction).
Logistic regressions were run on all significant items with race and visual reception skills
as covariates (see Table 3 for adjusted odds ratios and confidence intervals). The following items
remained significant: frequency of undirected vocalizations, unusual eye contact, lack of shared
enjoyment, quality of rapport with examiner, lack of response to name, less requesting
behaviors, responding to a socially ambiguous situation during toy play, lack of spontaneous
initiation of joint attention, unusual sensory interests, unusual hand, finger, or body movements,
repetitive interests, stereotyped behaviors, and overactivity. Items that were no longer significant
after controlling for race and visual reception skills were: frequency of spontaneous vocalizations
directed to others, facial expressions directed to others, integration of gaze with other behaviors,
giving for the purpose of sharing, and quality of social overtures.
ASD Comparison by Developmental Level (ASD-low MA versus ASD-higher MA)
M-CHAT-R/F Comparison
The ASD-low MA group and ASD-higher MA group did not significantly differ in their
total M-CHAT-R/F score of number of items failed (t(53)=-1.77, p=.083; Table 1). The ASDlow MA group had an average total score of 7.9 (SD=5.3), while the ASD-higher MA group had
an average total score of 5.7 (SD=3.6).
Chi-square analyses were used to identify the percentage of each group that failed each
M-CHAT-R/F item. Two of the 20 M-CHAT-R/F items differed by diagnostic group when
comparing children with ASD-low MA to children with ASD-higher MA, after correcting for
multiple comparisons using the Holm-Bonferroni method (Table 4). No items were significant at
the p<.01 level that did not remain significant with the Holm-Bonferroni correction. The ASD-
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low MA group were less likely to show items to others and to imitate others. In logistic
regressions with sex as a covariate, showing items and imitating others remained significantly
less likely in the ASD-low MA group (see Table 4 for adjusted odds ratios and confidence
intervals). The remaining 18 M-CHAT-R/F items were not significantly different between the
ASD-low MA group and the ASD-higher MA group.
ADOS-2 Toddler Module Comparison
Chi-square analyses were used to identify the percentage of each group for whom
clinicians endorsed typical behavior (or a score of 0) vs. atypical behavior (score of 1 or higher).
Three ADOS-2 items differed by group when comparing children with ASD-low MA to children
with ASD-higher MA after controlling for multiple comparisons with the Holm-Bonferroni
method (Table 5). No items were significant at the p<.01 level that did not remain significant
with the Holm-Bonferroni correction. Children in the ASD-low MA group were less likely to
respond to joint attention (i.e., the examiner’s use of gaze and/or pointing to draw the child’s
attention to an object in the distance), were less likely to spontaneously initiate joint attention
with the examiner, and were significantly more likely to display inconsistent communicative
behaviors toward the examiner in a socially ambiguous situation in which the examiner appeared
unable to complete a play activity (unable toy play).
In logistic regressions with sex as a covariate and adjusting for multiple comparisons
using the Holm-Bonferroni method, these three items remained significant (see Table 5 for
adjusted odds ratios and confidence intervals).
Discussion
There may be specific behaviors that best differentiate ASD-low MA from GDD when
screening children with known significant delays for possible ASD. Following a point and
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interest in peers, and perhaps imitation, may be the most robust behaviors that differentiate these
two groups on screening instruments when cognitive level is below one year. The remaining MCHAT-R/F items may not be particularly sensitive measures of ASD symptoms in children who
are severely developmentally delayed, as they did not occur at significantly different rates in the
two groups (Table 2). It is notable that most of the social communication items (not the foil
items, such as walking) did show higher frequencies of failure in the ASD-low MA group, but
the three that were significant at p<.01 showed large discrepancies between the groups that are
likely to be clinically significant (following a point: 22.2% GDD vs. 51.9% ASD-low MA;
interest in peers: 7.4% vs. 40.7%; imitation: 7.7% vs. 44.4%).
With regard to direct observation, clinicians reported more specific behaviors on the
ADOS-2 that differentiated the groups than were apparent on the parent report screener. Since
the ASD-low MA and GDD groups were not matched on nonverbal cognition or race, these were
controlled for. The remaining significant differences can be grouped into communication
(frequency of undirected vocalizations, less requesting behavior, lack of spontaneous initiation
of joint attention, and response to name), social responsiveness (unusual eye contact, lack of
shared enjoyment, poor responding to a socially ambiguous situation during toy play), unusual
sensory interests, repetitive body movements (unusual hand, finger or body finger movements,
and complex body mannerisms) and stereotyped interests. The current results suggest that these
behaviors are valid diagnostic markers of ASD that distinguish ASD from GDD even in children
who are functioning below a one-year level. Behaviors that showed large and clinically
significant differences can be seen in Table 4; the biggest differences were on impaired
requesting (33.3% in GDD and 92.9% in ASD-low MA) and impaired responding to name
(33.3% in GDD and 89.3% in ASD-low MA).
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Contrary to some literature, including our own (Barton et al., 2013; Troyb et al., 2016),
suggesting that repetitive behaviors become more apparent in somewhat older children (Stone et
al., 1999) and may not be a valid characterization of very young children with ASD, behaviors in
this domain strongly differentiated the GDD and ASD-low MA groups (see Table 4). For
example, unusual sensory interests occurred in 28.6% of the GDD group and 75% of the ASDlow MA group; complex movements in 33.3% of the GDD group vs. 75% of the ASD-low MA
group; stereotyped interests in 25% of the GDD group compared to 71.4% of the ASD-low MA
group. These findings are in line with work suggesting that atypical object use and visual
exploration may be an early marker of ASD (Ozonoff et al., 2008).
There were a number of items on the ADOS-2 that were not significantly different
between children with GDD and those with ASD-low MA (Table 3). To a certain extent, this
replicates prior findings that children with GDD demonstrate impairments in pointing and
imagination/creative play (Miller et al., 2019), which may require more advanced cognitive
skills. In addition to the items identified by Miller et al. (2019), the current results suggest that
children with GDD demonstrated diminished gestures, showing items, and imitation. These items
occurred at similar rates in both groups, suggesting that they may not be reliable markers of ASD
in children who are very developmentally delayed, but may reflect the delay itself. These
behaviors are important for clinicians to consider when diagnosing ASD in children with a low
mental age or who present as quite globally delayed.
It is also noteworthy that the GDD children had high rates of impairment on many social
communication items (e.g., reduced babbling 85.7%, reduced pointing 84.6%, reduced gestures
85.2%, reduced showing 85.2%) as well as functional play (88.9%) and creative play (92.6%).
One potential explanation for this is that the GDD group may not be representative of the broader
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group of children with GDD, since all children included in the study were flagged for ASD risk
either through a screening instrument or pediatrician concern. This suggests that the GDD
sample included in this study might have higher rates of social communication impairments than
would be identified in a broader group of children with GDD.
Other behaviors that may be more indicative of developmental delay than ASD were
those that were significantly different between ASD-low MA and ASD-higher MA groups.
While the total M-CHAT-R/F score did not differ between these groups, parents of children with
ASD and a low mental age endorsed fewer imitation and showing behaviors than parents of
children with ASD and a higher mental age. These skills both require motor coordination, as well
as concepts of other people as social interaction partners. While these items may be significant
markers of low mental age rather than ASD on a screening instrument, neither imitation nor
showing items was significantly different between the groups on the ADOS-2. This suggests that
parents and clinicians may be observing or interpreting different types of imitation and showing
behaviors.
On the ADOS-2, which uses clinician observation, there was a striking lack of behaviors
that differentiated the low MA and higher MA ASD groups. Both groups showed very high rates
of symptoms on the Toddler Module of the ADOS-2, confirming that this diagnostic instrument
is sensitive to ASD in both of these groups. It should be remembered, however, that even the
higher MA group had mental age equivalents that were only 12 to 17 months, which is lower
than would be expected given their chronological age. Since only three ADOS-2 items were
significantly different between the ASD-low MA and ASD-higher MA groups, it is possible that
mental age (within the range of the groups in the current study) does not significantly affect the
presentation of ASD symptoms in this toddler age group. The only symptoms that differentiated
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the two groups were inconsistent communication in an ambiguous situation and joint attention
(both responding and initiating); joint attention symptoms were endorsed for only about half of
the ASD-higher MA group, but almost all of the ASD-low MA group. Since joint attention is
such a central symptom of ASD (Charman, 2003), it may be that the ADOS-2 provides enough
structure and opportunity that it elicits more joint attention than may be seen in everyday life.
In line with previous literature (Kim & Lord, 2010; Wolff et al., 2014), the presence of
restricted and repetitive behaviors may discriminate groups of children with ASD from groups of
children with other developmental delays regardless of a child’s mental age. ADOS-2 items
related to restricted and repetitive behaviors occurred in significantly more children with ASDlow MA compared to children with GDD, but these behaviors occurred at similarly high rates in
both ASD groups. These behaviors may be a useful diagnostic marker of ASD in toddlers with
low mental ages.
Items that were significantly different in the ASD-low MA group compared to both the
GDD group and the ASD-higher MA group are potential indicators of a unique ASD-low MA
phenotype combining developmental delay and ASD symptoms. These items were joint
attention, both initiation and response, and responding to a socially ambiguous situation during
toy play. These nuanced social behaviors reflect theory of mind concepts and may require more
advanced cognitive skills. In both the joint attention ADOS-2 item and the socially ambiguous
play item, the child must intentionally direct the examiner’s attention or attribute intention to the
examiner. Various theories have suggested that the initiation of and response to joint attention
may reflect similar cognitive and social processes, while others have pointed out differences in
the predictive value, neuropsychological underpinnings, and relationships to early executive
processes when comparing initiation and response to joint attention (Vaughan Van Hecke et al.,
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2007). Various reviews of the literature on typical development and ASD (e.g., Charman, 2003;
Naber et al., 2007) have shown that basic joint attention skills, including pointing, showing,
point and gaze following, show strong development between six and 12 months in typical
infants. It is notable that the ASD-higher MA group had cognitive skills at or above 12 months,
while both GDD and ASD-low MA had cognitive skills between six and 12 months. It is quite
reasonable to suppose that both cognitive delay and ASD contribute separately to initiating and
responding to joint attention, as suggested by others (Mundy et al., 1994; Paparella et al., 2011).
This is consistent with our findings that joint attention differs between our ASD groups with age
equivalents above and below 12 months. Developmental delays, especially in children with
severe delays, undoubtedly exacerbate social cognition difficulties in children with ASD.
There are several limitations to the current study. A major limitation is that some items
have extremely wide confidence intervals. For example, only one child in the ASD-higher MA
group failed the imitation item on the M-CHAT-R/F, compared to almost 50% of the ASD-low
MA group, resulting in a very wide confidence interval. These wide confidence intervals impact
the reliability of these estimates and should be interpreted with caution.
Another limitation is that the groups were not perfectly matched on chronological age or
cognitive functioning. Even within a single diagnostic group the standard deviation on MSEL
age equivalents is 2-3 months, which is a meaningful amount of scatter in children who are
functioning at a six- to nine-month level. The ASD-low MA group and the GDD group were
about one month different on visual reception and expressive language skills but were three
months different on their receptive language abilities. Although we matched the groups as
closely as possible given the sample characteristics, the matching was not perfect. It is important
to note that the ASD-low MA sample was particularly delayed; the group’s chronological age
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was around 20 months, but their receptive language was at the level of a six-month old. The
ASD-low MA group was also chronologically three months older than the GDD group but had
lower receptive language skills. Receptive language skills were low for both groups (GDD mean
= 9.6 months; ASD-low MA mean = 6.5 months) compared to their chronological age. These
low receptive language skills indicate that children in both groups may be inattentive to voices
and sounds, and are still at very early stages of actual receptive language comprehension.
In addition, the ASD-higher MA group did not meet criteria for low MA but were still
not functioning within the average range of development (see Table 1 for MSEL Early Learning
Composite standard scores). Comparing severely delayed children with ASD to those within or
close to a normal range of development in some domains would doubtless produce increased
differences between groups. Furthermore, although the literature suggests that greater ASD
severity and cognitive delays tend to even out the sex ratio in ASD (Lai et al., 2015), our
participants suggested the opposite: there were more boys in the ASD-low MA group than the
ASD-higher MA group, suggesting that there might be something unique about our sample.
Another limitation within the developmental comparison is that race was unequally
distributed in these groups; significantly more people of color had a GDD diagnosis. Prior
research (Mandell et al., 2009) indicates that people of color are significantly less likely to have a
documented ASD diagnosis than White children, and that providers are less likely to assess for
ASD in children of color who have a documented intellectual disability or global delay. It is
possible that screening and diagnostic items function differently in these groups. Since children
came to the evaluation from a positive screen or from pediatrician concern, it is possible that
social factors causing lower and later ASD diagnoses in the general population were at play in
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identifying which children were referred for evaluation. However, once at the evaluation,
procedures were consistent for all groups.
Results indicated that the ADOS-2 Toddler Module successfully captured ASD
symptomatology even in children whose mental age is below 12 months. Symptomatology in the
low MA and higher MA ASD groups was strikingly similar. Contrary to some prior literature,
unusual interests and repetitive behaviors were seen in these low MA ASD children.
Developmental level affected the clinical presentation of ASD less than was expected, except
that initiating and responding to joint attention was more affected in the low MA group.
Comparing the ASD-low MA children to ASD children with development within the normal
range may produce a clearer set of differences. Additionally, many behaviors distinguished
children with ASD-low MA from children with GDD in all ASD domains (communication,
social interaction, repetitive behaviors), supporting the conclusion that ASD can be validly
diagnosed in children with mental ages under 12 months. This is important information for
clinicians to consider in evaluating globally delayed toddlers who present with ASD features.
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Table 1
Participant Characteristics by Diagnostic Group
Variable

GDD
(n=30)

ASD-low
MA
(n=30)

ASDhigher MA
(n=30)

Age in months [M(SD)]

17.9
(2.8)

20.4 (5.5)

20.6 (5.4)

Sex [n(%)]
Male 21
(70%)
Female 9 (30%)

p
(ASD-low
MA vs ASDhigher MA)
.898

.121

.037

.019

.179

.730

.614

26 (86.7%) 19 (63.3%)
4 (13.3%)

11 (36.7%)

17 (63%)

12 (44.4%)

10 (37%)

15 (55.6%)

Race
White 8
(29.6%)
People of color 19
(70.4%)
Maternal education
[n(%)]
Less than high school 4
diploma (14.3%)
High school 6
diploma/GED (21.4%)
Vocational or technical 7
degree (25.0%)
Associate degree 2 (7.1%)
Bachelor’s degree 4
(14.3%)
Advanced degree 5
(17.8%)
Total M-CHAT-R/F
5.9 (3.6)
score
[M(SD)]
MSEL Early Learning
62.2
Composite standard
(10.2)
score [M(SD)]
MSEL age equivalent in
months [M(SD)]
Expressive language 8.8 (3.6)
Visual reception 10.5
(2.3)
Receptive language 9.6 (3.9)

p
(ASD-low
MA vs
GDD)
.029

2 (6.7%)

0 (0%)

13 (43.3%) 14 (46.7%)
2 (6.7%)

3 (10%)

5 (16.7%)
5 (16.7%)

3 (10%)
5 (16.7%)

3 (10%)

5 (16.7%)

7.9 (5.3)

5.7 (3.6)

.125

.083

54.2 (7.5)

70.1 (15.2)

<.001

<.001

7.7 (2.3)
9.3 (2.2)

12.7 (4.8)
16.1 (3.4)

.138
.046

<.001
<.001

6.5 (2.4)

12.1 (4.2)

<.001

<.001
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Table 2
Number of Children by Group who Failed M-CHAT-R/F Items (GDD versus ASD-low MA)
M-CHATR/F Item

GDD
Group
n (%)

Item 1 (follows a 4 (22.2%)
point)
Item 2 (wondered
1 (3.7%)
if deaf)
Item 3 (pretend
15
play)
(55.6%)
Item 4 (enjoys
6 (22.2%)
climbing)
Item 5 (unusual
6 (22.2%)
finger
movements)
Item 6 (points to
17
request)
(63.0%)
Item 7 (points to
17
show)
(63.0%)
Item 8 (interest
2 (7.4%)
in other children)
Item 9 (shows
14
items)
(51.9%)
Item 10 (responds 3 (11.5%)
to name)
Item 11 (social
0 (0%)
smiling)
Item 12 (upset by 7 (25.9%)
everyday noises)
Item 13 (does
15
child walk)
(55.6%)
Item 14 (eye
3 (11.1%)
contact)
Item 15
2 (7.7%)
(imitation)
Item 16 (looks at
9 (33.3%)
what you’re
looking at)
Item 17 (tries to
15
get you to watch
(55.6%)
him)

ASD-low
MA Group
n (%)

14 (51.9%)

Chi-square
(*: significant at
p<.01 level)
unadjusted for race
and visual reception
8.33* (p=.008)

4 (14.8%)

1.98 (p=.351)

17 (63%)

0.31 (p=.782)

4 (14.8%)

0.49 (p=.728)

4 (14.8%)

0.49 (p=.728)

19 (70.4%)

0.33 (p=.773)

21 (77.8%)

1.42 (p=.372)

11 (40.7%)

8.21* (p=.009)

17 (63.0%)

0.68 (p=.583)

9 (33.3%)

3.60 (p=.099)

4 (14.8%)

4.32 (p=.111)

5 (18.5%)

0.43 (p=.745)

7 (26.9%)

4.47 (p=.051)

7 (25.9%)

1.97 (p=.293)

12 (44.4%)

9.20* (p=.004)

12 (44.4%)

0.70 (p=.577)

15 (55.6%)

0.00 (p=1.000)

AOR
(95% CI) adjusted for
race and visual
reception
7.50
(1.51-37.21)

7.99
(1.25-50.94)
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M-CHATR/F Item

Item 18 (follows
directions)
Item 19 (looks at
your face for
reaction)
Item 20 (enjoys
movement
activities)

GDD
Group
n (%)

ASD-low
MA Group
n (%)

15
(55.6%)
8 (29.6%)

17 (63.0%)

Chi-square
(*: significant at
p<.01 level)
unadjusted for race
and visual reception
0.31 (p=.782)

13 (48.1%)

1.95 (p=.264)

1 (3.8%)

0 (0.0%)

1.06 (p=.481)

AOR
(95% CI) adjusted for
race and visual
reception
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Table 3
Number of Children by Group with Endorsed ADOS-2 Toddler Module Items (GDD versus ASDlow MA)
ADOS-2
Toddler
Module
Item

GDD
Group
n (%)
endorsed
symptom

A1 (overall level 28 (100%)
of non-echoed
spoken
language)
A1a (frequency
24 (85.7%)
of babbling)
A2 (frequency
20 (71.4%)
of spontaneous
vocalizations
directed to
others)
A3 (intonation of 3 (18.8%)
vocalizations
and
verbalizations)
A4 (immediate
N/A (8’s)
echolalia)
A5
N/A (8’s)
(stereotyped/idio
syncratic use of
words or
phrases)
A6 (use of
9 (39.1%)
another’s body)
A7 (pointing)
22 (84.6%)

ASD-low MA
Group
n (%)
endorsed
symptom
28 (100%)

26 (92.9%)
28 (100%)

Chi-square
(*: significant after
Holm-Bonferroni
correction)
unadjusted for race
and visual reception
N/A

AOR
(95% CI)
adjusted for race
and visual
reception

0.75
(p=.669)
9.33*
(p=.004)

9 (52.9%)

4.16
(p=.071)

N/A (8’s)

N/A

N/A (8’s)

N/A

16 (69.6%)

4.29
(p=.075)
4.65
(p=.047)
4.17
(p=.111)
16.46*
(p<.001)

23.14
(2.57-208.54)

19.01*
(p<.001)

62.80
(3.95-998.79)

28 (100%)

A8 (gestures)

23 (85.2%)

26 (100%)

A9 (frequency
of undirected
vocalization)
B1 (unusual eye
contact)

8 (34.8%)

22 (91.7%)

12 (42.9%)

27 (96.4%)

28
ADOS-2
Toddler
Module
Item

GDD
Group
n (%)
endorsed
symptom

ASD-low MA
Group
n (%)
endorsed
symptom

14 (51.9%)

19 (79.2%)

8 (30.8%)

23 (88.5%)

14 (50.0%)

28 (100%)

17 (60.7%)

28 (100%)

13.69*
(p<.001)

6 (21.4%)

19 (67.9%)

9 (33.3%)

25 (89.3%)

18 (69.2%)

24 (88.9%)

B9 (requesting)

13 (33.3%)

29 (92.9%)

B10 (amount of
requesting)
B11 (giving)

23 (82.1%)

28 (100%)

16 (61.5%)

28 (100%)

B12 (showing)

23 (85.2%)

28 (100%)

B13
(spontaneous
IJA)
B14 (response to
JA)
B15 (quality of
social overtures)
B16a (amount of
social overtures
to examiner)
B16b (amount of
social overtures
to parent)
B17 (level of
engagement)

15 (53.6%)

27 (96.4%)

12.21*
(p<.001)
18.23*
(p<.001)
3.11
(p=.099)
14.28*
(p<.001)
5.49
(p=.051)
13.22*
(p<.001)
4.47
(p=.051)
13.71*
(p<.001)

18 (66.7%)

26 (96.3%)

16 (59.3%)

28 (100%)

21 (75.0%)

28 (100%)

20 (74.1%)

26 (92.9%)

3.54
(p=.078)

18 (66.7%)

26 (96.3%)

7.86
(p=.011)

B2 (teasing toy
play)
B3 (unable toy
play)
B4 (facial
expressions
directed to
others)
B5 (integration
of gaze and
other behaviors)
B6 (shared
enjoyment)
B7 (response to
name)
B8 (ignore)

Chi-square
(*: significant after
Holm-Bonferroni
correction)
unadjusted for race
and visual reception
4.15
(p=.077)
17.97*
(p<.001)
18.67*
(p<.001)

7.85
(p=.011)
14.26*
(p<.001)
8.00
(p=.010)

AOR
(95% CI)
adjusted for race
and visual
reception

22.48
(3.01-167.85)

12.04
(2.31-62.68)
19.59
(2.82-136.20)

35.55
(2.89-437.41)

33.52
(2.53-444.92)
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ADOS-2
Toddler
Module
Item

B18 (quality of
rapport)
C1 (functional
play with
objects)
C2
(imagination/cre
ativity)
C3 (functional
and symbolic
imitation)
D1 (unusual
sensory
interests)
D2 (hand/finger
movements)
D3 (other
complex
mannerisms)
D4 (SIB)

GDD
Group
n (%)
endorsed
symptom

ASD-low MA
Group
n (%)
endorsed
symptom

Chi-square
(*: significant after
Holm-Bonferroni
correction)
unadjusted for race
and visual reception
9.64
(p=.004)
3.29
(p=.111)

15 (55.6%)

25 (92.6%)

24 (88.9%)

28 (100%)

25 (92.6%)

28 (100%)

2.15
(p=.236)

23 (82.1%)

28 (100%)

5.49
(p=.051)

8 (28.6%)

21 (75.0%)

12.09*
(p=.001)

20.00
(3.34-119.54)

3 (11.1%)

15 (53.6%)

9 (33.3%)

21 (75.0%)

11.26*
(p=.001)
9.63*
(p=.003)

20.98
(2.97-148.12)
9.75
(1.97-48.36)

3 (10.7%)

3 (10.7%)

NA (cell count less
than 5)
12.09*
(p=.001)

9.62
(1.96-47.29)

D5 (repetitive
7 (25.0%)
interests/stereoty
ped behaviors)
E1 (overactivity) 10 (35.7%)

20 (71.4%)

E2
(fussiness/irritab
ility)
E3 (aggression
and disruptive
behavior)
E4 (anxiety)

10 (35.7%)

19 (67.9%)

2 (7.1%)

1 (3.6%)

NA (cell count less
than 5)

8 (28.6%)

6 (21.4%)

.38
(p=.758)

21 (75.0%)

8.74
(p=.007)
5.79
(p=.031)

AOR
(95% CI)
adjusted for race
and visual
reception
9.31
(1.31-66.00)

12.81
(2.29-71.58)
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Table 4
Number of Children by Group who Failed M-CHAT-R/F Items (ASD higher-MA versus ASD-low
MA)
M-CHAT-R/F
Item

ASDhigher MA
group
n (%)

ASD-low
MA group
n (%)

Item 1 (follows a
point)
Item 2 (wondered
if deaf)
Item 3 (pretend
play)
Item 4 (enjoys
climbing)
Item 5 (unusual
finger
movements)
Item 6 (point to
request)
Item 7 (point to
show)
Item 8 (interest in
other children)
Item 9 (show
items)
Item 10 (respond
to name)
Item 11 (social
smiling)
Item 12 (upset by
everyday noises)
Item 13 (does
child walk)
Item 14 (eye
contact)
Item 15
(imitation)

8 (28.6%)

14 (51.9%)

Chi-square
(*: significant
after HolmBonferroni
correction)
unadjusted for sex
3.10 (p=.102)

4 (14.3%)

4 (14.8%)

0.00 (p=1.000)

9 (32.1%)

17 (63%)

5.24 (p=.031)

0 (0%)

4 (14.8%)

4.47 (p=.051)

9 (32.1%)

4 (14.8%)

2.29 (p=.205)

18 (64.3%)

19 (70.4%)

0.23 (p=.775)

18 (64.3%)

21 (77.8%)

1.21 (p=.375)

4 (14.8%)

11 (40.7%)

4.52 (p=.066)

6 (21.4%)

17 (63%)

9.75* (p=.003)

6 (21.4%)

9 (33.3%)

0.98 (p=.375)

2 (7.1%)

4 (14.8%)

0.83 (p=.422)

10 (37%)

5 (18.5%)

2.31 (p=.224)

1 (3.7%)

7 (26.9%)

5.57 (p=.024)

6 (21.4%)

7 (25.9%)

0.15 (p=.758)

1 (3.6%)

12 (44.4%)

12.72* (p<.001)

AOR
(95% CI)
adjusted for sex

6.000
(1.79-20.15)

46.98
(3.40-650.06)
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M-CHAT-R/F
Item

ASDhigher MA
group
n (%)

ASD-low
MA group
n (%)

Item 16 (look at
what you’re
looking at)
Item 17 (try to get
you to watch him)
Item 18 (follow
directions)
Item 19 (look at
your face for
reaction)
Item 20 (enjoys
movement
activities)

15 (53.6%)

12 (44.4%)

Chi-square
(*: significant
after HolmBonferroni
correction)
unadjusted for sex
0.46 (p=.593)

16 (57.1%)

15 (55.6%)

0.01 (p=1.000)

14 (50.4%)

17 (63.0%)

0.94 (p=.418)

10 (37.0%)

13 (48.1%)

0.68 (p=.583)

2 (7.1%)

0 (0.0%)

2.00 (p=.491)

AOR
(95% CI)
adjusted for sex
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Table 5
Number of Children by Group with Endorsed ADOS-2 Toddler Module Items (ASD-higher MA
versus ASD-low MA)
ADOS-2
Toddler
Module Item

ASD-higher
MA Group
n (%)
endorsed
symptom

ASD-low
MA Group
n (%)
endorsed
symptom

100%
endorsed

100%
endorsed

24 (100%)

26 (92.9%)

27 (96.4%)

28 (100%)

11 (64.7%)

9 (52.9%)

0.49
(p=.728)

N/A (8’s)

N/A (8’s)

N/A

N/A (8’s)

N/A (8’s)

N/A

19 (67.9%)

16 (69.6%)

25 (89.3%)

28 (100%)

A8 (gestures)

26 (96.3%)

26 (100%)

A9 (frequency of
undirected
vocalization)
B1 (unusual eye
contact)
B2 (teasing toy
play)

18 (72.0%)

22 (91.7%)

0.02
(p=1.000)
3.17
(p=.236)
0.98
(p=1.000)
3.16
(p=.138)

27 (96.4%)

27 (96.4%)

19 (73.1%)

19 (29.2%)

A1 (overall level
of non-echoed
spoken language)
A1a (frequency of
babbling)
A2 (frequency of
spontaneous
vocalizations
directed to others)
A3 (intonation of
vocalizations and
verbalizations)
A4 (immediate
echolalia)
A5
(stereotyped/idiosy
ncratic use of
words or phrases)
A6 (use of
another’s body)
A7 (pointing)

Chi-square
(*: significant
after HolmBonferroni
correction)
unadjusted for
sex
N/A

1.78
(p=.493)
1.02
(p=1.000)

NA (cell count
less than 5)
0.25
(p=.745)

AOR
(95% CI)
adjusted for sex
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ADOS-2
Toddler
Module Item

ASD-higher
MA Group
n (%)
endorsed
symptom

ASD-low
MA Group
n (%)
endorsed
symptom

Chi-square
(*: significant
after HolmBonferroni
correction)
unadjusted for
sex
12.30*
(p=.001)
5.49
(p=.051)

B3 (unable toy
play)
B4 (facial
expressions
directed to others)
B5 (integration of
gaze and other
behaviors)
B6 (shared
enjoyment)
B7 (response to
name)
B8 (ignore)

12 (42.9%)

23 (88.5%)

23 (82.1%)

28 (100%)

25 (89.3%)

28 (100%)

3.17
(p=.236)

16 (57.1%)

19 (67.9%)

19 (67.9%)

25 (89.3%)

26 (92.9%)

24 (88.9%)

B9 (requesting)

26 (92.9%)

26 (92.9%)

B10 (amount of
requesting)
B11 (giving)

22 (81.5%)

28 (100%)

24 (85.7%)

28 (100%)

B12 (showing)

27 (96.4%)

28 (100%)

B13 (spontaneous
IJA)
B14 (response to
JA)
B15 (quality of
social overtures)
B16a (amount of
social overtures to
examiner)
B16b (amount of
social overtures to
parent)
B17 (level of
engagement)
B18 (quality of
rapport)

16 (57.1%)

27 (96.4%)

12 (42.9%)

26 (96.3%)

28 (100%)

28 (100%)

0.69
(p=.582)
3.82
(p=.101)
0.26
(p=.669)
NA (cell count
less than 5)
5.70
(p=.023)
4.31
(p=.111)
1.02
(p=1.000)
12.12*
(p=.001)
18.28*
(p<.001)
NA

27 (96.4%)

29 (100%)

NA (cell count
less than 5)

25 (92.6%)

26 (92.9%)

NA (cell count
less than 5)

26 (92.9%)

26 (96.3%)

25 (89.3%)

25 (92.6%)

NA (cell count
less than 5)
NA (cell count
less than 5)

AOR
(95% CI)
adjusted for sex

9.71
(2.25-41.93)

15.21
(1.74-132.82)
31.68
(3.65-275.40)
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ADOS-2
Toddler
Module Item

ASD-higher
MA Group
n (%)
endorsed
symptom

ASD-low
MA Group
n (%)
endorsed
symptom

Chi-square
(*: significant
after HolmBonferroni
correction)
unadjusted for
sex
4.31
(p=.111)
NA (cell count
less than 5)

C1 (functional
play with objects)
C2
(imagination/creat
ivity)
C3 (functional and
symbolic
imitation)
D1 (unusual
sensory interests)
D2 (hand/finger
movements)
D3 (other complex
mannerisms)
D4 (SIB)

24 (85.7%)

28 (100%)

27 (96.4%)

28 (100%)

23 (82.1%)

28 (100%)

5.49
(p=.051)

15 (53.6%)

21 (75.0%)

12 (42.9%)

15 (53.6%)

14 (50.0%)

21 (75.0%)

4 (14.3%)

3 (10.7%)

D5 (repetitive
interests/stereotyp
ed behaviors)
E1 (overactivity)

23 (82.1%)

20 (71.4%)

2.80
(p=.162)
0.64
(p=.593)
3.73
(p=.097)
NA (cell count
less than 5)
0.90
(p=.528)

14 (50.0%)

21 (75.0%)

E2
(fussiness/irritabili
ty)
E3 (aggression
and disruptive
behavior)
E4 (anxiety)

16 (57.1%)

19 (67.9%)

4 (14.3%)

1 (3.6%)

NA (cell count
less than 5)

7 (25.0%)

6 (21.4%)

0.10
(p=1.000)

3.73
(p=.097)
0.69
(p=.582)

AOR
(95% CI)
adjusted for sex
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